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Abstract. Global water models (GWMs) simulate the terres-
trial water cycle on the global scale and are used to assess
the impacts of climate change on freshwater systems. GWMs
are developed within different modelling frameworks and
consider different underlying hydrological processes, leading
to varied model structures. Furthermore, the equations used
to describe various processes take different forms and are
generally accessible only from within the individual model
codes. These factors have hindered a holistic and detailed
understanding of how different models operate, yet such an
understanding is crucial for explaining the results of model
evaluation studies, understanding inter-model differences in
their simulations, and identifying areas for future model de-
velopment. This study provides a comprehensive overview
of how 16 state-of-the-art GWMs are designed. We anal-
yse water storage compartments, water flows, and human
water use sectors included in models that provide simula-
tions for the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison
Project phase 2b (ISIMIP2b). We develop a standard writing
style for the model equations to enhance model intercompar-
ison, improvement, and communication. In this study, Wa-
terGAP2 used the highest number of water storage compart-
ments, 11, and CWatM used 10 compartments. Six models
used six compartments, while four models (DBH, JULES-
W1, Mac-PDM.20, and VIC) used the lowest number, three
compartments. WaterGAP2 simulates five human water use
sectors, while four models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, LPJmL, and
MPI-HM) simulate only water for the irrigation sector. We
conclude that, even though hydrological processes are often
based on similar equations for various processes, in the end
these equations have been adjusted or models have used dif-
ferent values for specific parameters or specific variables.
The similarities and differences found among the models
analysed in this study are expected to enable us to reduce
the uncertainty in multi-model ensembles, improve existing
hydrological processes, and integrate new processes.
1 Introduction
Many multi-model intercomparison projects (MIPs) have
been designed to provide insights into various Earth system
processes. They provide many multi-model ensembles con-
sisting of multiple models driven by the output of multiple
other models. These multi-model ensembles offer the oppor-
tunity to inter-compare models for an improved understand-
ing of process representation and inter-model differences as
well as for model improvement. Some MIPs examples in-
clude FireMIP for the fire regime and its drivers (Rabin et
al., 2017); CMIP for past, present, and future climate changes
and their drivers (Eyring et al., 2016; Kageyama et al., 2018);
LakeMIP for physical and biogeochemical processes of lakes
(Stepanenko et al., 2010; Thiery et al., 2014); AgMIP for
crop growth (Rosenzweig et al., 2013); and WaterMIP or
ISIMIP for the water cycle (Haddeland et al., 2011; Frieler
et al., 2017).
MIPs have encountered many challenges as to how to
inter-compare models and interpret various model results
(von Lampe et al., 2014), realize the standardization of data
and scenarios and integrate transdisciplinary knowledge in
modelling (Rosenzweig et al., 2013), and identify and reduce
uncertainties (Sitch et al., 2008). They have been affected by
scientific complexity, input data quality, technical infrastruc-
ture, and even cultural and organizational challenges (Eyring
et al., 2016). Hence, they have evaluated model performance
in the past and have focused on inter-model agreement for
the future. Ultimately, MIPs and their multi-model ensem-
bles have been blocked from interpreting inter-model dif-
ferences because of model complexity, missing information
about other models, incomplete or missing information about
heterogeneity, and dynamism of natural systems (M. P. Clark
et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, MIPs have underlined the need to go beyond
good overall model performance and to improve process rep-
resentation in the models (Guseva et al., 2020), integrate
missing processes (Friend et al., 2014), and reduce uncertain-
ties (Warszawski et al., 2014). MIPs showed that robust sim-
ilarities exist among models, and as a result models are not
strictly independent of each other given previous and legacy
versions, and there are existing links among modelling com-
munities who indirectly transfer some models’ strengths and
weaknesses by sharing their ideas and codes (Masson and
Knutti, 2011; Knutti et al., 2013). It has been demonstrated
that there is no perfect model (Essery et al., 2013; Ullrich et
al., 2017) and that there is a need to understand better how
different models work.
Thereby, the modelling communities are still testing and
learning how to improve modelling and how to realize multi-
model inter-comparison studies. However, few studies have
undertaken model experiments on process representation and
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evaluated the models for specific events or characteristics
specifically on the catchment scale (de Boer-Euser et al.,
2017; Duethmann et al., 2020; Bouaziz et al., 2021). Further-
more, some studies have tested how model equations com-
bined in different configurations and using different parame-
ter values influence the simulations, e.g. Essery et al. (2013)
(testing 1701 snow model configurations), Niu et al. (2011)
(Noah-MP model), Pomeroy et al. (2007) (Cold Regions Hy-
drologic Model, CRHM), and Kuppel et al. (2018) (Ecohy-
drologic model, EcH2O). In summary, they found that some
model configurations provide consistently good results, oth-
ers provide consistently poor results, and many configura-
tions provide good results in some cases and poor results in
others (Essery et al., 2013).
In this complex scientific context, the present study rep-
resents a step forward toward advancing the understanding
of process representation and inter-model differences within
one large MIP, specifically, ISMIP – the Inter-Sectoral Im-
pact Model Intercomparison Project (Frieler et al., 2017). We
assessed the equations applied by 16 state-of-the-art global
water models (GWMs) to simulate the vertical and lateral
water balance and human water use sectors on the global
scale. We created a standard writing style for these equa-
tions to identify similarities and differences among models.
Our goal is to provide the global water community with an
overview of the model structures and the basis required to
interpret various model results and to design future experi-
ments on how model equations, model configurations, and
model parameter values influence the model outputs.
The three main objectives of the study are as follows:
– to provide a better understanding of how 16 state-of-the-
art global water models are designed;
– to show similarities and differences among them, based
on their equations;
– to underline future research potential in global water
modelling.
Essentially, this study supports intercomparison, improve-
ment, and communication among 16 modelling teams.
It also provides the basis for (i) further water model
(inter-)comparison studies, including model outputs, (ii) se-
lecting the right model(s) for a given application, and (iii)
identifying data needs for a given analysis and application.
We believe that two considerations are useful in the interpre-
tation of model results: (i) knowing model structures and (ii)
identifying the effect of model structures on model results.
The present study is focused only on the first consideration
because understanding model configurations is needed to in-
terpret various model results.
Our target audience includes students, junior and senior
scientists, and modellers (or people who want to become
modellers). Furthermore, this study could be used by stake-
holders or other people who want to understand the back-
ground of global water models and how they simulate the
global freshwater system. We present the modelling ap-
proaches and terminology used in global water modelling
in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we present key characteristics of the
models analysed in the present study. In Sect. 4, we describe
our standard writing style of model equations. In Sect. 5, we
present similarities and differences among models. In Sect. 6,
we present the number of water flows, water storage com-
partments, and human water use sectors included in the 16
GWMs. In Sect. 7, we discuss potential future research in
global water modelling. Finally, in Sect. 8, we present recom-
mendations for future multi-model intercomparison projects
and extended assessments.
2 Modelling approaches and terminology used in
global water modelling
2.1 Differences in modelling approaches
On global scale, the terrestrial water cycle is simulated by
three different communities that have developed three types
of models: (i) the climate community that has developed
land surface models (LSMs), (ii) the global hydrological
community that has developed global hydrological models
(GHMs), and (iii) the vegetation community that has devel-
oped dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs). In this
study, the land surface models are CLM4.5, CLM5.0, DBH,
JULES-W1, MATSIRO, and ORCHIDEE. The global hydro-
logic models are CWatM, H08, Mac-PD20, mHM, MPI-HM,
PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2, and WAYS. One model
(LPJmL) is a dynamic global vegetation model.
However, these three communities focus on specific hy-
drological and atmospheric processes, as well as anthro-
pogenic impacts. These key aspects are important for their
specific research, leading to different modelling approaches,
specific evaluation studies of model performance (Archfield
et al., 2015), and different field-specific meanings of termi-
nology used (Beven and Young, 2013). Thus, combining the
expertise in their key aspects would create a strong synergy
and improve the models of these communities, but for this
goal they have to interact with each other, identify their sim-
ilarities and differences, and share experiences. They need to
undertake joint experiments, share and discuss their results,
and discuss how they influence and depend on each other and
how water modelling can be improved (Cucchi et al., 2020).
The global hydrological community focuses primarily on
surface water and groundwater availability, its human inter-
ference, and the changes of the water cycle. GHMs simulate
the water cycle with its water flows, water compartments,
and human water use sectors. These models simulate water
abstracted for the irrigation, domestic use, livestock, indus-
try (manufacturing and electricity), and desalination sectors.
Furthermore, reservoir management and its streamflow alter-
ation are included. One of their main foci is streamflow simu-
lation and their ability to reproduce historical observations of
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this variable. They focus on lateral and vertical flows, com-
prehensively simulating the following surface water bodies:
(i) lakes, (ii) wetlands, (iii) rivers.
The climate community focuses on simulating climate and
its change over decades and centuries using global climate
models (GCMs) and Earth system models (ESMs). A funda-
mental component of these are the LSMs, which simulate the
water and energy exchanges between the land surface and the
atmosphere, specifically focusing on vertical flow exchanges.
Therefore, these models simulate the energy cycle, the wa-
ter cycle, the carbon and nitrogen cycles, and vegetation and
crop responses to temperature, precipitation, and CO2 con-
centrations. Further, they represent the soil with a higher ver-
tical resolution and evapotranspiration and snow dynamics in
a more physical manner than the global hydrological models
(GHMs; Döll et al., 2016; Pokhrel et al., 2016; Wada et al.,
2017).
The vegetation community focuses on vegetation distribu-
tion and growth in an area and over a time interval and is
primarily interested in the global carbon cycle. DGVMs sim-
ulate shifting vegetation, driven by biogeochemistry, hydrol-
ogy, and anthropogenic influences. These models simulate
the vegetation composition and distribution as well as com-
partments and flows of carbon and water, for both natural and
agricultural ecosystems. Specifically, they model the active
response of vegetation to changes in air temperature, precip-
itation, and CO2 concentrations.
The different viewpoints of these communities are readily
visible in very basic concepts such as the solar energy. This
is the main driver that connects the processes of terrestrial
water cycle simulated by these communities. It specifically
links the water and energy budgets with vegetation processes.
This link can be exemplified by the latent heat flux of evapo-
ration that describes the heat or the energy required to change
the liquid water into water vapour. This heat or energy is
locked in the humid air as water vapour and is released when
the humid air touches cold air and water vapour condensa-
tion starts. Therefore, continental evaporation is considered
to be water loss by the global hydrological and vegetation
modelling communities but a water source (for cloud for-
mation) by the climate community (those that simulate the
atmosphere), with implications for agriculture and ecosys-
tems (Abbott et al., 2019). Additionally, transpiration repre-
sents a water source for the vegetation community, necessary
for photosynthesis and plant growth, and water loss for the
global hydrological community.
Overall, these three communities have developed three
types of models to simulate the terrestrial water cycle on the
global scale despite fundamental differences in model struc-
ture, model equations, and output variables. Hence, we de-
cided to include the three types of models in one group and
call them global water models (GWMs).
2.2 Definitions used in global water modelling
A global water model describes the dynamic behaviour of a
hydrological system that includes input variables, state vari-
ables, parameters, constants, and output variables (Bierkens
and van Geer, 2007). State variables define how much wa-
ter is in a compartment or storage at the beginning of the
simulation and can change in space and time, for example,
soil water storage. Their variation is caused by a variation
of the input variables, for example, precipitation. State vari-
ables are related to the input variables and output variables
through parameters, for example, infiltration capacity of the
soil. Parameters and coefficients represent numbers that de-
scribe a particular characteristic of reality, of the model, or
of the catchment area or flow domain. Some examples are
soil porosity, hydraulic conductivity of different soil hori-
zons, maximum soil water storage, maximum canopy wa-
ter storage, mean residence time in the saturated zone, sur-
face roughness, and vegetation properties (Beven, 2012). A
model also uses physical and mathematical constants mean-
ing characteristics of the model that do not change in space
and time such as catchment area. Physical constants are phys-
ical quantities that can be measured and have a constant value
in time, for example, the density of water at 0 ◦C, i.e. the den-
sity of ice. Mathematical constants cannot be measured but
can be calculated and have a fixed numerical value, for ex-
ample, e = 2.718. . . , π = 3.142. Ultimately, output variables
are results of the simulation and vary in space and time, for
example, streamflow in a river catchment.
Thus, a global water model includes many equations writ-
ten with a programming language in a model code to simu-
late freshwater systems. During simulations, many parame-
ters receive specific values because they cannot be measured
everywhere, therefore, they are calibrated or tuned or esti-
mated from auxiliary data that can be measured (such as
lookup tables for vegetation properties based on remote sens-
ing observations) to attain the best match between simulated
and observed data. The final step of a simulation is to val-
idate (evaluate) simulated model output with observed data
through analysis and visualization.
3 Key characteristics of 16 global water models
included in the study
In this study, we analyse 16 state-of-the-art global water
models included in the global water sector of the Inter-
Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project phase 2b
(ISIMIP2b: Frieler et al., 2017). GWMs include six land
surface models (LSMs), nine global hydrologic models
(GHMs), and one dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM:
LPJmL, Tables 6 and 12). These models, as applied within
the ISIMIP2b framework, are suitable for application over a
catchment size of at least four grid cells (Döll et al., 2003;
Hunger and Döll, 2008). For smaller catchments, the results
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are often not reasonable (e.g. Beck et al., 2016) and require
corrections due to inaccurate input data, spatial heterogene-
ity, and the missing representation of some hydrological pro-
cesses (Döll et al., 2003; Hunger and Döll, 2008).
3.1 General setup
These models contribute to an experiment setup designed to
assess the impact of historical and future warming under the
Paris Agreement (Frieler et al., 2017). They are driven by
the same climate input datasets under representative con-
centration pathways (RCPs) and socioeconomic scenarios
(SSPs). The time span of the simulations is divided into pre-
industrial (1661–1860), historical (1861–2005), and future
(RCP2.6, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5, 2006–2099 (2299)). These
models simulate the terrestrial water cycle on the global land
area (except Antarctica) and quantify water flows, water stor-
age compartments, and human water use under the given cli-
matic and socioeconomic conditions. They do not simulate
the ocean component of the global water cycle or water qual-
ity. Some of these models also consider reservoir operations.
3.2 Temporal and spatial characteristics
A total of 12 models have a daily temporal resolution (Ta-
ble 6), while 2 models have a 6-hourly resolution (CLM4.5
and CLM5.0). MATSIRO has an hourly resolution, and OR-
CHIDEE has 30 min temporal resolution. The 15 models run
with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦. ORCHIDEE runs with a spa-
tial resolution of 1.0◦ and has its outputs converted to 0.5◦
spatial resolution. Some models include subgrids for some
components: CLM4.5 and CLM5.0 for vegetation, surface
runoff, and evapotranspiration; H08 and CWatM for land
cover; MPI-HM for surface runoff and evapotranspiration;
PCR-GLOBWB for vegetation and land cover; WaterGAP2,
CWatM, and MATSIRO for snow; and VIC for vegetation
and elevation. Furthermore, MATSIRO divides a subgrid cell
into snow-covered and snow-free portions with flows and
storages resolved separately for these portions both for land
and canopy surfaces.
3.3 River networks used
Nine models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, H08, LPJmL,
MATSIRO, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2) use the
30 min global drainage direction map DDM30 (Döll and
Lehner, 2002), a raster map with a spatial resolution of
0.5◦× 0.5◦ (∼ 50 km× 50 km), to outline the drainage di-
rections of surface water collected by creeks, rivulets, and
rivers. In this map, 67 420 discrete grid cells are character-
ized by their specific drainage direction and are organized
into drainage basins that drain from the Earth’s land sur-
face into the ocean or inland sinks. The mHM uses a river
network (0.5◦× 0.5◦) upscaled from HydroSHEDS (Lehner,
2019). ORCHIDEE uses the river network from the Sim-
ulated Topological Networks (STN-30p: Vörösmarty et al.,
2000). Five models (DBH, JULES-W1, Mac-PDM.20, VIC,
and WAYS) do not use any river-routing scheme for the
ISIMIP2b because they do not compute streamflow.
3.4 Calibration approaches for ISIMIP2b
Three GWMs perform calibration of their hydrological com-
ponents, using different approaches, for ISIMIP2b (Table 6).
WaterGAP2 uses a basin-specific approach to match long-
term mean annual observed streamflow at the outlet of 1319
river basins. It considers runoff as a nonlinear function of
soil moisture and uses a runoff coefficient plus up to two ad-
ditional factors for calibration (Müller Schmied et al., 2014,
2021). In mHM, calibration of global model parameters is
performed against the daily observed streamflow, along with
gridded global fields of FLUXNET evaporation (Jung et al.,
2011) and a GRACE terrestrial water storage anomaly, us-
ing the ERA5 climate forcing (Landerer and Swenson, 2012).
WAYS is calibrated against data from the International Satel-
lite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) Initiative II
of the University of New Hampshire and GRDC compos-
ite monthly runoff data (Fekete et al., 2011) from 1986 to
1995 at a 0.5◦ spatial resolution. Seven models (CLM4.5,
CWatM, DBH, JULES-W1, MATSIRO, ORCHIDEE, and
PCR-GLOBWB) adjust some parameters according to vege-
tation or soil properties, but they have no hydrologic calibra-
tion. LPJmL does not calibrate hydrology, although it cali-
brates crop yield.
4 Creating the standard writing style of model
equations
In this study, the rationale in finding similarities and differ-
ences among 16 GWMs is based on how models simulate the
terrestrial water cycle. We created a standard writing style for
model equations and used the same symbols to write those
equations, following seven steps to achieve our main goal.
4.1 Investigation of 16 global water models
Generally, the models have different style in describing their
structure, defining their variables, and writing their equa-
tions. Furthermore, a unique equation can be implemented
in various ways (e.g. discrete vs. analytical form, focusing
on flows or water compartments) or can use different model
parameter values. Therefore, we started our study with a liter-
ature review on the 16 GWMs analysed in the present study.
We analysed the nomenclature of each model to identify a
good way of writing the model equations and habits that ex-
ist in global water modelling. Another aim was to familiarize
ourselves with model equations.
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4.2 Generation of the lists with water storage
compartments, flows, and human water use sectors
included in 16 global water models
In the next step, we assembled a list with water storage
compartments and human water use sectors included in the
models to simulate the terrestrial water cycle. We decided
to describe 16 GWMs based on the equations implemented
for eight water storage compartments and six human water
use sectors. The analysed water storage compartments are
canopy, snow, soil, groundwater, lake, wetland, reservoir, and
river. The human water use sectors are irrigation, domestic
(households), livestock, manufacturing, and electricity. Thus,
the present model intercomparison study is based on the lists
presented in Tables 1 to 5.
4.3 Creation of glossary with variable definitions
We decided upon clear definitions of the analysed variables.
However, we encountered many ambiguities and challenges
in defining the analysed variables and labelling processes as
being similar or different among them. Some examples are
presented in the following lines. We present other definitions
of water storage compartments, flows, and human water use
sectors used in this paper in the Supplement (Table S84).
We decided to use the expression “input data” for climate
variables of the 16 GWMs to avoid confusion among readers.
We define “parameterization” as changes of model parameter
values (Samaniego et al., 2010).
We use “active vegetation” to highlight if models include
the photosynthesis scheme in their structure and if they have
the ability to simulate active changes in vegetation in an area
because of changes in the CO2 concentration, air tempera-
ture, and precipitation. We use “dynamic vegetation” to de-
fine changes in vegetation from one geographical area to an-
other because of competitive and biogeographical processes
determined by climate change (geographical distribution of
plants) or human activities. We decided to use “sub-surface
runoff” synonymously with “interflow” and to define it as the
amount of water that leaves the soil layer laterally.
We define “baseflow” as the low part of the streamflow that
is supplied by groundwater, drainage from lakes, wetlands,
glaciers, and interflow during long periods when no precipi-
tation or snowmelt occurs. Ultimately, we have excluded the
variable baseflow from the analysis because it is not simu-
lated by 16 GWMs in ISIMIP2b.
We discovered that “groundwater runoff” and baseflow are
used synonymously and define the water that leaves ground-
water storage. We also found that baseflow and sub-surface
runoff are used synonymously, and define the amount of wa-
ter estimated for the third soil layer (VIC). We noticed that
MPI-HM includes additional storage, called “baseflow stor-
age”, that collects the drainage leaving through the bottom
of the soil storage and applies a substantial time lag before
passing it on to the river storage. In ISIMIP2b, the drainage
computed by MPI-HM was submitted as sub-surface runoff,
but considering that this baseflow storage acts similarly to a
groundwater storage, drainage could be used as groundwa-
ter recharge in ISIMIP3a/b. Consequently, its outflow could
be submitted as groundwater runoff. However, the purpose
of this baseflow storage, for MPI-HM, is predominantly to
cause a delay in river discharge and not to simulate ground-
water in detail.
We decided to define “groundwater recharge” as the
amount of water that reaches the groundwater storage, be-
cause of its hydrological meaning. However, we found out
that the words “drainage” (MPI-HM), “aquifer recharge”
(CLM4.5), and groundwater recharge (GHMs) are used syn-
onymously among 16 GWMs. ISIMIP2b relates “seepage”
with groundwater recharge for the models that do not include
a groundwater storage, supposing that this water would reach
groundwater storage if it would exist.
Another discovery was that “throughfall” and “drip” in
some models were considered synonyms and that they were
used to describe precipitation that falls to the ground through
canopy spaces (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, MATSIRO). In this case,
we decided to separate these words and to define throughfall
as being precipitation that falls to the ground through canopy
spaces and drip as being precipitation that leaks at the edge
of canopy.
In this study, we define streamflow as the volumetric flow
rate of water through a river cross section. Therefore, the
streamflow is the water transfer that is routed through a chan-
nel towards the ocean or towards an inland sink. We define
the total runoff as the (not routed) total amount of water that
runs off the grid cell, either over the soil surface or from the
sub-surface (lateral flow). In some studies, the streamflow is
converted to runoff by dividing the streamflow values with
the area upstream of the gauging station (for example, the
area upstream of station according to the DDM30 river net-
work; see Döll and Lehner, 2002).
In summary, in global water modelling, we need to be
aware of differences in vocabulary. A widely accepted list
of definitions would avoid confusion and facilitate success-
ful interaction and collaboration. Furthermore, we need to
clarify hydrological terms for peers from other disciplines,
stakeholders, and a general audience (Brunner et al., 2018)
to facilitate easier communication, understanding, and anal-
ysis.
4.4 Variable naming
We notated each variable of model equations. We used mul-
tiple subscripts and superscripts to properly identify water
storage compartments, flows, and human water use sectors
because of the large number of storage compartments in-
cluded in the model structures. We selected “S” to describe
water storage, “P ” to describe everything connected to pre-
cipitation, “E” for everything related to evaporation, “R” for
everything related to runoff, “Q” for everything related to
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Table 1. Canopy compartment and its water flows included in ISIMIP2b global water models.
Canopy water storage (Sca) (Table S3): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, DBH, JULES-W1, LPJmL, mHM, MATSIRO,
ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
Inflows.
– total precipitation (Ptot) (sum of rainfall and snowfall, as input data): CWatM, DBH, JULES-W, LPJmL, mHM,
ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
– precipitation intercepted by canopy storage (Pint): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, MATSIRO.
Outflows.
– evaporation of the water intercepted by canopy or interception loss or canopy evaporation (Eca): CLM4.5, CLM5.0,
CWatM, DBH, JULES-W1, LPJmL, mHM, MATSIRO, ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
– throughfall (Pth): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, DBH, JULES-W1, LPJmL, MATSIRO, mHM, ORCHIDEE,
PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
Table 2. Snow and soil compartments and their water flows included in ISIMIP2b global water models.
Snow storage (Ssn) (Table S8): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, DBH, H08, JULES-W1, LPJmL, Mac-PDM.20, mHM,
MATSIRO, MPI-HM, ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
– snow held on the canopy (Ssoc): CLM5.0, DBH, JULES-W1, MATSIRO, VIC.
– snow under the canopy (Ssuc): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, DBH, JULES-W1, MATSIRO, ORCHIDEE, VIC.
Inflows.
– total precipitation (Ptot): CWatM, DBH, JULES-W1, WaterGAP2.
– snowfall (Psn): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, H08, Mac-PDM.20, MATSIRO, mHM, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB, WAYS.
– throughfall (Pth): LPJmL.
– snowfall and rainfall: ORCHIDEE, VIC.
Outflows.
– sublimation (Esn): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, DBH, H08, JULES-W1, LPJmL, MATSIRO, ORCHIDEE,
WaterGAP2.
– snowmelt (M): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, H08, JULES-W1, LPJmL, Mac-PDM.20, mHM, MATSIRO, MPI-HM,
ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
Soil storage (Sso) (Table S14): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, DBH, H08, JULES-W1, LPJmL, Mac-PDM.20, mHM,
MATSIRO, MPI-HM, ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
Inflows.
– total precipitation (Ptot): Mac-PDM.20
– infiltration (Rin): CWatM, DBH, H08, LPJmL, mHM, MPI-HM, ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2.
– throughfall (Pth): H08, JULES-W1, WAYS.
– snowmelt (M): H08, JULES-W1, Mac-PDM.20, WAYS.
– capillary rise (Rcr): CWatM.
Outflows.
– transpiration (T ): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, DBH, LPJmL, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB, VIC.
– evaporation from soil (Eso): CWatM, DBH, H08, JULES-W1, LPJmL, Mac-PDM.20, mHM, MPI-HM, ORCHIDEE,
PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
– surface runoff (Rsu): LPJmL, JULES-W1, Mac-PDM.20, ORCHIDEE.
– total runoff (Rtot): WaterGAP2, WAYS.
– interflow (Rif): CWatM, JULES-W1, LPJmL, PCR-GLOBWB.
– percolation (Rpe): MPI-HM.
– groundwater recharge (Rgwr):CWatM, DBH, LPJmL, PCR-GLOBWB.
– groundwater runoff (Rgw): VIC.
streamflow and outflow, and “A” for water abstractions. We
used two letters for subscripts and superscripts, ideally, the
first two letters of the word, for example, “ca” for canopy,
“sn” for snow, “so” for soil, and so on (see the list of sym-
bols and glossary in the Supplement), while we used the first
letter of each word in the case of compounds words such as
groundwater (“gw”) or surface water (“sw”). We separated
subscripts and superscripts from one another using comma.
We did not write full words for subscripts and superscripts
because equations became too long and difficult to read and
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Table 3. Groundwater, lake, reservoir, and wetland compartments and their water flows included in ISIMIP2b global water models.
Groundwater storage (Sgw) (Table S26): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, H08, Mac-PDM.20, mHM, MATSIRO, MPI-HM,
PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
Inflows.
– groundwater recharge (Rgwr): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, H08, Mac-PDM.20, mHM, MPI-HM, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
– percolation (Rpe): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB.
– preferential flow (Qpf): CWatM.
Outflows.
– capillary rise (Rcr): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB.
– groundwater runoff (Rgw): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, H08, Mac-PDM.20, mHM, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB,
WaterGAP2, WAYS.
– groundwater withdrawal for human water use (Agw): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
– total human water abstraction (Atot): H08.
Lake (Sla) (Table S29): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, LPJmL, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
Inflows.
– precipitation (Ptot): LPJmL, WaterGAP2
– inflow from upstream surface water bodies (Qiu): LPJmL, WaterGAP2
– groundwater runoff (Rgw): WaterGAP2
– return flow from human water use (Arf): WaterGAP2
– water abstraction for human purposes (A): LPJmL
Outflows.
– evaporation from lake (Ela): LPJmL, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2
– outflow from lake (Qla): CWatM, LPJmL, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2
– groundwater recharge (Rgwr): WaterGAP2
– water abstraction for human water use from lake (Ala): WaterGAP2, LPJmL
Reservoir storage (Sre) (Table S32): DBH, H08, LPJmL, MATSIRO, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
Inflows.
– precipitation (Ptot): WaterGAP2, LPJmL
– inflow from upstream surface water bodies (Qiu): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
– total runoff (Rtot): H08, MATSIRO
– groundwater recharge below surface water bodies (Rgwrswb): WaterGAP2
– return flow from human water use (Arf): LPJmL, MATSIRO, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2
Outflows.
– evaporation from reservoir (Ere): WaterGAP2, CLM4.5, CLM5.0, LPJmL, VIC.
– outflow from reservoir (Qre): DBH, H08, LPJmL, MATSIRO, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
– groundwater recharge (Rgwr): WaterGAP2.
– water abstraction for human water use from reservoir (Are): LPJmL, H08, MATSIRO, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
Wetland storage (Swe) (Table S36): MPI-HM, WaterGAP2.
Inflows.
– precipitation (P ): MPI-HM, WaterGAP2
– inflow from upstream surface water bodies (Qiu): MPI-HM, WaterGAP2
Outflows.
– groundwater recharge (Rgwr): WaterGAP2
– evaporation from wetland (Ewe): MPI-HM, WaterGAP2
– outflow from wetland (Qwe): MPI-HM, WaterGAP2
understand. Some of these decisions correspond with some
habits that exist in the hydrological community (e.g. gw and
sw), and we decided to keep them to make a comfortable and
easy workflow for modellers and readers.
4.5 Collection of the equations from the modelling
teams
In the next step, modelling teams created and provided the
model equations used to provide simulations for ISIMIP2b
according to the generated lists. Each modelling team in-
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Table 4. River compartment and its water flows included in the ISIMIP2b global water models.
River storage (Sri) (Table S40): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, DBH, H08, LPJmL, mHM, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, OR-
CHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2, WAYS.
Inflows.
– inflow from upstream surface water bodies (Qiu): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, H08, LPJmL, mHM, MATSIRO,
PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
– total runoff (Rtot): mHM
– surface runoff or overland flow or fast runoff (Rsu): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB,
WaterGAP2.
– interflow (Rif): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB
– groundwater runoff (Rgw): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, H08, mHM, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, ORCHIDEE,
PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
– return flow from human water use (Arf): WaterGAP2.
– streamflow (Qri): H08, MPI-HM
Outflows.
– streamflow or outflow or river discharge (Qri): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, LPJmL, mHM, MPI-HM, WaterGAP2
– inflow upstream of a grid cell (Qiu): H08
– mean total annual inflow in a lake (Qiu,la): LPJmL
– outflow downstream of a grid cell (Qod): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB
– water abstraction for irrigation (Airr): LPJmL,
– water abstraction for irrigation from surface water bodies (Airrswb): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB
– water abstraction for domestic sector from surface water bodies (Adomswb): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB
– water abstraction for livestock from surface water bodies (Alivswb): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB
– water abstraction for manufacturing from surface water bodies (Amanswb): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB
– water abstraction for human water use from river (Ari): WaterGAP2, H08, MATSIRO
– water abstraction for irrigation sector (Airr): LPJmL
Table 5. Human water use sectors estimated by ISIMIP2b GWMs.
Human water use sectors (A) (Tables S40–S80):
Irrigation (Airr): CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, H08, LPJmL, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
Domestic (Adom): MATSIRO, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2, CWatM
Manufacturing (Aman): MATSIRO, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2, CWatM
Electricity (Aele): PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2, CWatM
Livestock (Aliv): CWatM, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2.
volved in this study internally checked and reviewed its
model, based on the model code and peer-reviewed articles
mentioned in Table 11 or only on the peer-reviewed articles
on model description mentioned in Table 11. In some cases,
modelling teams provided the equations using our standard
writing style and symbols presented in Sect. 4.4, while in
other cases they used their specific writing style. Therefore,
the modelling teams checked the model equations on their
correctness.
4.6 Homogenization of the model equations
We homogenized all variables and standardized variables’
units in Tables S1–S83. We used the Overleaf platform, an
online LaTeX editor, with its glossaries package, to homog-
enize all model equations of 16 GWMs, write some model
equations, and rewrite other model equations using our sym-
bols. This online LaTeX editor enabled online collaboration,
correction of model equations many times, and saving a lot
of time in all this process. Therefore, the Supplement pro-
vides an overview of the 16 GWMs, analysed in this study,
and enables readers to understand similarities and differences
among these models and identify included water compart-
ments and human water use sectors and their flows. Ulti-
mately, the readers get an overview of hydrological knowl-
edge complexity behind these models (Tables S1–S97).
4.7 Evaluation of collected information
In the final step, we re-evaluated the collected and ho-
mogenized model equations for their consistency with the
model code. We found similarities and differences among
16 GWMs analysed in this study. We analysed the model
equations to find the models that simulate the same wa-
ter flow (e.g. evaporation), the same water storage com-
partment (e.g. canopy storage), the same human water use
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Discretization type Calibration for ISIMIP2b / ability to calibrate for
other studies / details
Human water use sectors
CLM4.5 LSM 6 h grid, subgrid for vegetation,
surface runoff, and evapo-
transpiration
no / no, adjustment of some parameters according to
vegetation or soil properties / not available
sim Airr
CLM5.0 LSM 6 h grid, subgrid for vegetation,
surface runoff, and evapo-
transpiration
no / yes / calibration performed in a Bayesian frame-
work based on sequential Monte Carlo
sim Airr
CWatM GHM 1 d grid, subgrid for land cover,
snow
no / monthly or daily discharge / hydrological calibra-
tion uses DEAP (Burek et al., 2020)
sim: Airr, Adom, Aind, Aliv
DBH LSM 1 d grid no / no hydrological calibration, adjustment of some
parameters according to vegetation or soil properties /
most parameters derived from satellite data.
not included
H08 GHM 1 d grid no / can be calibrated but generally done at the regional
scale / the model can be applied at the global or regional
scale
sim Airr and Aocean, Adom,
Aind
JULES-W1 LSM 1 d grid biophysical processes are calibrated / no hydrological
calibration / ×
not included
LPJmL DGVM 1 d grid yield calibration to match FAO stats / no hydrological
calibration
sim Airr, ISIMIP2b prescribed
Adom and Aind
Mac-PDM.20 GHM 1 d grid no / yes / calibration uses a 100 000 GLUE ensemble
with WATCH Forcing Data (Smith, 2016)
not included
MATSIRO LSM 1 h grid no / yes / adjustment of some parameters according to
vegetation or soil properties, no calibration capability in
TRIP model for routing discharge.
sim Airr, ISIMIP2b prescribed
Adom and Aind
mHM GHM 1 d grid yes / yes / calibration is performed against observed
daily discharge GRDC stations, gridded fields of ter-
restrial water storage (TWS) and gridded ET (evapo-
transpiration) from FLUXNET with the ERA5 climate
forcing
not included
MPI-HM GHM 1 d grid, subgrid for surface
runoff and evapotranspira-
tion
no / × / × sim Airr
ORCHIDEE LSM 30 min grid no / yes / adjustment of some parameters not included
PCR-GLOBWB GHM 1 d grid, subgrid for vegetation,
land cover
no / yes / adjustment of some parameters sim: Airr, Adom, Aind,
Aliv
VIC GHM 1 d grid, subgrid for vegetation
and elevation
no calibration for ISIMIP2b not included
WaterGAP2 GHM 1 d grid, subgrid for snow yes / mean annual discharge / beta function, 1319
GRDC stations
sim: Airr, Adom, Aman, Aelec,
Aliv
WAYS GHM 1 d grid yes / yes / calibrated against the ISLSCP, Initiative II
UNH or GRDC composite monthly runoff data (Fekete
et al., 2011) from 1986 to 1995 at a 0.5◦ resolution
not included
×: no details; DEAP: Distributed Evolutionary Algorithms in Python; DGVM: dynamic global vegetation model; EB: energy balance; GHM: global hydrological model; GRDC: Global Runoff Data Centre; ISLSCP:
International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project; LSM: land surface model; sim: simulated by the model; UNH: University of New Hampshire; Airr: water abstractions for irrigation; Adom: water abstractions for
domestic; Aman: water abstractions for manufacturing; Aele: water abstractions for cooling of thermal power plants; Aind: water abstractions for industry (sum of Aman and Aele); Aliv: water abstractions for livestock;
TRIP: Total Runoff Integrating Pathways. Bold font indicates LSMs, italic font indicates GHMs, and underlined font indicates DGVMs.
sector (e.g. irrigation sector). For example, five models
(CWatM, JULES-W1, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, and WAYS) use
the same equation to compute potential evapotranspiration in
Table S2. A total of 10 models (CWatM, DBH, JULES-W1,
LPJmL, mHM, ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, VIC, Water-
GAP2, and WAYS) compute changes in canopy water stor-
age taking into account the same variables such as total pre-
cipitation, throughfall, and canopy evaporation. The other
three models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, and MATSIRO) compute
changes in canopy water storage differently than the nine
models by taking into account the precipitation intercepted
by canopy storage and liquid and solid throughfall, in ad-
dition to canopy evaporation (Table S3). We also conclude
that 12 models compute canopy evaporation (Tables S3, S7).
Therefore, in the next section (Sect. 5), we present our results
according to two main parts of the terrestrial water cycle:
the hydrological part and water use part. The hydrological
part includes the eight water storage compartments and their
flows, while the water use part includes five human water use
sectors and their flows.
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5 Similarities and differences among 16 global water
models
Several studies highlighted the need to understand better
modelling approaches, model structures, model equations,
and similarities and differences among models (Zhao et al.,
2017; Veldkamp et al., 2018; Schewe et al., 2019). There-
fore, in this section, we present some similarities and dif-
ferences among 16 GWMs in simulating the terrestrial wa-
ter cycle. This information enables us to interpret the dif-
ferent model results found in some model comparison and
ensemble studies (Zaherpour et al., 2018; Wartenburger et
al., 2018; Scanlon et al., 2019), as well as those by Gud-
mundsson et al. (2021), Reinecke et al. (2021), and Pokhrel
et al. (2021). This information also strengthens our under-
standing of how these models work. Briefly, the 16 analysed
GWMs include similar hydrological processes in their struc-
ture, but they have different model structures.
5.1 Similarities and differences in simulating eight
water storage compartments
5.1.1 Canopy water storage
The changes in canopy water storage depend on how much
water evaporates (canopy evaporation) and how much water
is intercepted by canopy. Three models do not compute po-
tential evapotranspiration (Tables S2, 7, and 8). Seven mod-
els apply the Penman–Monteith method to compute poten-
tial evapotranspiration (PET). PCR-GLOBWB applies the
Hamon method to simulate PET, while mHM applies the
Hargreaves–Samani method. ORCHIDEE applies a simpli-
fied Penman–Monteith equation (Monteith, 1965) with a cor-
rection term developed by Chris Milly (1992). WaterGAP2
and LPJmL apply the Priestley–Taylor equation, while H08
and MATSIRO apply the Bulk method.
A total of 13 models include canopy water storage in their
structure, while 3 other models do not include it (H08, Mac-
PDM.20, and MPI-HM: Table S3, Fig. 1). A total of 10 mod-
els compute canopy water storage by subtracting the through-
fall amount and canopy evaporation from the total precipita-
tion. The other 3 models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, and MATSIRO)
compute change in canopy water storage by subtracting the
liquid or solid throughfall and canopy evaporation from the
precipitation intercepted by the canopy storage. MATSIRO is
the only model that has two canopy water compartments: one
for rainfall interception and one for snowfall interception. It
also computes in detail how much water is intercepted by
canopies in stormy areas with high wind speeds and in calm
areas with low wind speeds. In these areas, precipitation de-
pends mainly on leaf area index (LAI) and water deficit in
the canopy storage.
Three land surface models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, and MAT-
SIRO) divide total precipitation into precipitation intercepted
by canopy, precipitation that penetrates the canopy and then
reaches the ground (throughfall), and precipitation that falls
directly on the ground (Tables S4–S6). Therefore, these mod-
els distinguish between rainfall and snowfall. Further, they
also divide throughfall into liquid and solid phases.
Two models compute an interception scheme based on a
leaf and stem area index, while seven models use only a leaf
area index (Tables 7 and 8). A total of 10 models compute
this considering vegetation type (a plant functional type sys-
tem) (Tables 7 and 8). MPI-HM uses prescribed data taken
from Land Surface Parameter dataset version 2 (Hagemann,
2002). PCR-GLOBWB uses the HYDE3.2 (Klein Gold-
ewijk, 2017), MIRCA (Portmann et al., 2010), and Glob-
Cover datasets (Bicheron et al., 2011). Generally, prescribed
vegetation ignores the decisive interaction between vege-
tation and runoff and interactions between the atmosphere
and Earth’s surface (Gerten et al., 2004; McPherson, 2007;
Nicholson, 2000). In the ISIMIP2b, the word “prescribed”
has two meanings: (i) data which are simulated by other
models and provided by the ISIMIP2b framework as input
(for example, https://www.isimip.org/gettingstarted/details/
38/, last access: 8 June 2021) and (ii) data obtained from
satellite observations, other datasets, or maps. Prescribed
data highlight some limitations of the models or underline
the lack of some processes that were intentionally or uninten-
tionally removed from the model structure, according to the
purpose of the model development or other priorities such as
time.
Throughfall is estimated by 13 models (Table S5) de-
pending on (1) total precipitation and relative canopy wa-
ter content (JULES-W1); (2) difference between total pre-
cipitation and canopy storage deficit (mHM, WaterGAP2,
WAYS); (3) ratio between rainfall or snowfall and total pre-
cipitation (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, MATSIRO); (4) total precip-
itation and minimum value of potential evapotranspiration
(PET) or canopy storage (LPJmL); (5) canopy water content
(PCR-GLOBWB); (6) a function of LAI then weighted by
the canopy fraction in the grid cell (DBH and ORCHIDEE);
(7) canopy water content and grid cell average precipita-
tion (VIC); and (8) total precipitation, canopy water content,
and canopy evaporation (CWatM). Three models (H08, Mac-
PDM.20, MPI-HM) do not estimate throughfall.
Four models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, LPJmL, and OR-
CHIDEE; Tables 7 and 8) account for the CO2 fertiliza-
tion effect, in the LAI estimation, by using a photosynthesis
scheme (active vegetation, mentioned in Sect. 4.3), and they
have the ability to simulate the CO2 effect on plant func-
tioning. Sitch et al. (2008) found that simulations on CO2
fertilization effect depend on the number of plant functional
types (PFTs) prescribed or defined in the model and on the
processes used to estimate plants’ ability to adapt, acclimate,
and grow in new environmental conditions.
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Figure 1. Scheme with number of models that compute vertical water balance in ISIMIP2b. Abbreviations are as follows. DDM: degree-day
method; EBM: energy balance method; Esn: sublimation; Eso: soil evaporation; M: snowmelt; Pgr: total precipitation falls directly to the
ground; Pint: precipitation intercepted by canopy; Psn: snowfall; Pra: rainfall; Pth: throughfall; Ptot: total precipitation; Ps,ca: snowfall that is
affected by the canopy interception and dripping; Rcr: capillary rise; Rgw: groundwater runoff; Rgwr: groundwater recharge; Rif: interflow;
Rin: infiltration; Rs: surface runoff; T : transpiration; θ : air temperature;θsnf : snow freeze temperature; θM: melting temperature. Bold font
indicates the number of models that compute water flows and water storage compartments in ISIMIP2b. Blue arrows show water flow, and
orange arrows show evaporation.
5.1.2 Snow water storage
Snow storage accumulates snow below freezing tempera-
tures and declines by melting and surface and/or snowdrift
sublimation. GHMs typically use the degree-day method to
compute snow accumulation and snowmelt, while LSMs use
the energy balance method (Tables 7 and 8, Fig. 1). Among
GHMs, H08 is the only one that applies the energy bal-
ance method to compute snow accumulation and melt. Ad-
ditionally, three models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, and CWatM) in-
clude glacier storage. CLM4.5 and CLM5.0 use a mechanis-
tic snow module to calculate snow accumulation and melt;
therefore, they include multiple snow layers where com-
paction, melt, refreezing, firn, and other snow-related pro-
cesses take place.
Four models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, MPI-HM, and VIC) have
two water storage compartments for snow: for estimation of
frozen water and for liquid water content (Table S8). Wa-
terGAP2 calculates snow accumulation and melting in 100
subgrid cells (Schulze and Döll, 2004; Müller Schmied et
al., 2014), while CWatM calculated using 3 to 10 eleva-
tion zones per grid. Five models (CLM5.0, DBH, JULES-
W1, MATSIRO, and VIC) estimate snow held on the canopy
(Table S9). Further, seven models differentially estimate
snow under the canopy (Table S10). Five models do not es-
timate sublimation: Mac-PDM.20, mHM, MPI-HM, PCR-
GLOBWB, and WAYS (Table S11). All models simulate
snowmelt (Table S12). MATSIRO is the only model that dis-
tinguishes between sublimation and evaporation on snow-
covered ground and snow-free ground. The number of snow
layers is fixed, and it varies among 16 GWMs between 1
(most of the GHMs) and 12 (CLM5.0; Tables 7 and 8). Most
of the GWMs present no upper limit for snow storage (Ta-
bles S48–S51).
5.1.3 Soil water storage
Soil water storage keeps and loses water from flows above
and below the ground’s surface. Hydrologically, this includes
the unsaturated zone or vadose zone, the part of Earth be-
tween the land surface and the top of the phreatic zone (water
table).
Soil hydrologic processes
Overall, 10 models consider initial infiltration as inflow of
the soil storage, while 3 models (H08, JULES-W1, and
WAYS) consider throughfall (Table S14). Mac-PDM.20 con-
siders total precipitation as inflow of soil storage (Table S14).
Thus, infiltration, throughfall, and total precipitation have
different values among 16 models because the models com-
pute infiltration and throughfall differently, while total pre-
cipitation represents the input data for some models. All
models compute surface runoff (Table S20, Fig. 1), soil evap-
oration (Table S24), and infiltration (Table S25), while six
models compute interflow (Table S26). H08 computes runoff
properties varying according to the climate zone (Table 7).
CLM4.5 includes an empirical soil evaporation resistance
method, while CLM5.0 includes a mechanistically based
method where the soil evaporation is controlled by a dry
surface layer. Therefore, CLM5.0 has the ability to model
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the seasonality of soil evaporation and soil water storage in
(semi)arid regions. It also explicitly simulates spatial varia-
tion in soil thickness (0.4 to 8.5 m) and columnar water hold-
ing capacity, unlike CLM4.5 (Lawrence et al., 2019). These
models have a large number of soil layers, each having mois-
ture storage potential depending on the soil texture. They use
the same approach to calculate surface runoff and have the
ability to compute liquid runoff and solid runoff from snow
capping. Both models consider sub-surface runoff as a prod-
uct of an exponential function of the water table depth and
a single coefficient (Niu et al., 2005). VIC uses the variable
infiltration curve (Zhao et al., 1980) to account for the spatial
heterogeneity of runoff generation and assumes that surface
runoff from the upper two soil layers is generated by those
areas where precipitation exceeds the storage capacity of the
soil. The mHM model has one more bucket between the soil
storage and groundwater storage, named “unsaturated stor-
age”, representing the source for interflow and groundwater
recharge.
LPJmL was adjusted, and the water from the uppermost
soil layers is considered to contribute to surface runoff if
an excess of storage is calculated according to the infiltra-
tion or percolation rates, which depend on soil type. LPJmL
routes what was previously lateral runoff from “layer 0” (first
20 cm) as surface runoff.
In JULES-W1, water that reaches the soil surface is split
between water that infiltrates into the soil and surface runoff.
Infiltration takes place at a rate equal to saturated hydraulic
conductivity multiplied by an infiltration enhancement fac-
tor, which is dependent on the presence and type of vegeta-
tion. If a soil layer becomes saturated, the water in excess of
saturation is put into the layer below. JULES-W1 also uses a
“zero-layer” scheme that does not use explicit model layers
to represent snow, instead adapting the topsoil level to rep-
resent existent snow processes. In the original zero-layer, the
snow scheme has a constant thermal conductivity and den-
sity. Bulk thermal conductivity of snow on the surface layer
decreases due to both the increased layer thickness and the
different conductivities of snow and soil. Surface energy bal-
ance and heat flux between the surface layer are controlled
by insulation factors and layer thickness (Best et al., 2011).
WAYS simulates the water storage and flows in soil only for
the entire root zone (Table 8). In the DBH model, runoff is
generated directly when soil layer is saturated or is gener-
ated when rainfall intensity is larger than the infiltration rate
estimated with the Green–Ampt method (Tang et al., 2006).
Two models (CWatM and MPI-HM) have an additional
water storage compartment to compute the runoff concentra-
tion in a grid cell that has a lag time before entering the river
storage compartment (Table S44). Consequently, this storage
serves to create a delay between runoff and streamflow and
accounts for the average distance that runoff, generated at a
specific point within a grid cell, has to travel before reaching
the river. This storage collects water from rivulets and creeks
or concentrates runoff in rivulets and creeks before it enters
the river storage because the rivulets and creeks are smaller
than the size of a single grid cell and have different water re-
tention properties from the main river channel within the grid
cell. Therefore, this compartment does not act as a floodplain
to delay floods or as overland flow to express too much wa-
ter in the soil. In its original structure, MPI-HM named this
compartment “overland flow”, but we decided to rename it
“rivulet storage” to avoid confusion among readers.
Some GWMs compute vertical water movement in unsat-
urated soils by applying the Richards equation (Richards,
1931; e.g. CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, JULES-W1, MAT-
SIRO, ORCHIDEE, VIC). However, the Richards equa-
tion may not be relevant for the models that have one soil
layer because of its complexity and of missing capillary rise
(Lee and Abriola, 1999; Farthing and Ogden, 2017). LPJmL
uses a percolation scheme to estimate vertical water move-
ment that applies the storage routine technique developed by
Krysanova et al. (2000) and simulates free water in the soil
bucket. DBH uses the Green–Ampt equation to compute in-
filtration in unsaturated soils.
Five models compute capillary rise (CLM4.5, CLM5.0,
CWatM, MATSIRO, and PCR-GLOBWB), with CWatM and
PCR-GLOBWB using the same approach (Table S28).
Soil column configuration
The number of soil layers ranges between 1 (H08, MPI-HM,
and WaterGAP2) and 25 (20 soil layers+ 5 bedrock layers:
CLM5.0), while total soil depth varies between 1 m (H08)
and 49.6 m (CLM5.0; Tables 7 and 8). ORCHIDEE uses a
relatively deep soil column to account for soil thermal pro-
cesses. LPJmL has five hydrologically active soil layers plus
one thermally active soil layer. MPI-HM defines soil storage
in terms of the maximum water column, varying between 0
and 5 m; therefore, this cannot be translated into soil depth
directly.
5.1.4 Groundwater storage
Groundwater storage, beneath the soil water storage com-
partment, receives water from drainage (e.g. MPI-HM),
aquifer recharge (e.g. CLM4.5), or groundwater recharge
(e.g. WaterGAP2) (Tables 9 and 10). It loses water through
capillary rise, groundwater runoff, and groundwater ab-
straction for human water use. In GWMs, the groundwa-
ter compartment hydrologically simulates the saturated zone
or phreatic zone (WaterGAP2) or an unconfined aquifer
(CLM4.5). A total of 11 models include groundwater storage
in their structure, and most of them have only one ground-
water layer (Table S29, Fig. 1). In ISIMIP2b, two models
(JULES-W1 and LPJmL) consider the water excess from the
bottom soil layer as seepage and equate this variable with
groundwater recharge because they do not have a groundwa-
ter compartment.
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CLM4.5 simulates an unconfined aquifer as a groundwa-
ter component below the saturated soil storage and with a
prescribed maximum value (5000 mm), while CLM5.0 sim-
ulates an impermeable bedrock with five layers and there-
fore assumes no groundwater flow as bottom boundary con-
ditions. In CLM4.5, the unconfined aquifer interacts with the
saturated soil storage through the water table, whether it is
within or below this storage. When the water table is below
the soil storage, the aquifer recharge is estimated by applying
Darcy’s law across the water table (Lawrence et al., 2019).
MATSIRO has a dynamic groundwater scheme (Koirala
et al., 2014; Pokhrel et al., 2015) in which the number of
soil layers in the saturated zone (i.e. groundwater) varies in
time between 1 and 13 depending on the water table loca-
tion (Table 7). The two-way interaction between the unsat-
urated zone (for which vertical moisture movement is re-
solved by solving the Richards equation) and the underlying
aquifer is simulated through moisture flux exchange at the
water table. This flux exchange is determined as the algebraic
sum of downward gravity drainage from the unsaturated soil
layer overlying the water table and the upward capillary flux
(Koirala et al., 2014; Pokhrel et al., 2015). The water balance
of the saturated zone is resolved by considering recharge to
the groundwater aquifer and groundwater runoff that is de-
termined by using a two-parameter, statistical dynamical for-
mulation considering soil hydraulic properties and basin ge-
omorphology (Yeh and Eltahir, 2005). The variation in the
water table is also determined by the aquifer-specific yield.
In Mac-PDM.20, it is assumed that all water in excess
of field capacity drains in 1 d to the deep store, which for
ISIMIP2b is used to represent groundwater recharge (Rgwr).
The total runoff (qtot) is the sum of direct runoff (qs) plus de-
layed runoff from the deep soil and groundwater (qsb). This
delayed runoff (qsb) is assumed to be a non-linear function
of the amount of water held in the groundwater and deep soil
store (Table S31). Thus, like with MPI-HM, the purpose of
the delayed runoff (or baseflow) is predominantly to cause a
delay in river discharge and not to simulate groundwater in
detail.
H08 separates groundwater into renewable and non-
renewable layers (Hanasaki et al., 2008). WaterGAP2 is the
only model that simulates the groundwater recharge from
surface water bodies in semiarid and arid grid cells (Döll et
al., 2014).
A total of 15 models compute groundwater recharge, with
3 using the same approach (H08, WaterGAP2, and WAYS:
Döll and Fiedler, 2008; Table S30), while 12 models compute
groundwater runoff (Table S31).
5.1.5 Lake storage
Lake storage fills with water through flows above and below
the ground and stores water for a certain residence time. It
loses water through discharge to other storage compartments,
evaporation, groundwater recharge, and water abstraction for
human water use. A total of 10 models do not include lakes
(Tables 9 and 10; Fig. 2). Five models compute evapora-
tion from lakes, three of them based on a PET approach
(Table S33), while four models compute outflow from lakes
(Table S34). CLM4.5 and CLM5.0 compute the lake stor-
age as virtual storage where the difference between precipi-
tation and evaporation is balanced automatically by their out-
flow, named “lake runoff”. CLM4.5 uses constant lake depth,
while CLM5.0 uses spatially variable lake depth, and freez-
ing and thawing are included in the lake body (Vanderkelen
et al., 2020).
LPJmL treats natural lakes and rivers in a similar way in
terms of inputs and output. Lake inputs to a river can also
include upstream river inputs to the lake. LPJmL also keeps
track of a lake fraction in the river input. WaterGAP2 and
CWatM have two types of lake storage: “local lake storage”
gets water from runoff resulting within the cell, and “global
lake storage” gets water from runoff resulting within the cell
and the upstream cell (Müller Schmied et al., 2021).
5.1.6 Reservoir storage
Reservoir storage fills with water behind dams through flows
above and below the ground and stores water for a resi-
dence time. It loses water through discharge to other stor-
age compartments, evaporation, groundwater recharge, and
water abstraction for human water use. A total of 10 mod-
els (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, DBH, JULES-W1, Mac-PDM.20,
mHM, MPI-HM, ORCHIDEE, VIC, and WAYS) do not in-
clude reservoir storage for ISIMIP2b (Tables 9, 10, S35;
Fig. 2). Six models compute outflow from reservoirs (Ta-
ble S37), while evaporation from reservoirs is computed by
four models (Table S38).
In general, most of the models use the Global Reser-
voir and Dam database (GRanD: Lehner et al., 2011) but
with a different number of active managed reservoirs used
for reservoir operation during simulations. Three models
(LPJmL, WaterGAP2 and PCR-GLOBWB) merge more than
one reservoir per grid cell into one reservoir if required.
Four models (CWatM, H08, MATSIRO, and WaterGAP2)
use two water compartments, global and local reservoirs, to
represent the reservoirs, following the reservoir algorithm de-
veloped by H08. However, there are some differences in how
the scheme was implemented in the models, mainly because
of model structure, but the approach is essentially the same.
These four models use the same approach in selecting ac-
tive managed reservoirs for reservoir operation, but they use
different thresholds. WaterGAP2 considers 1109 active man-
aged reservoirs and handles reservoirs below 0.5 km3 stor-
age capacity as local lakes. MATSIRO considers only 728
out of 6862 reservoirs for reservoir operation. In MATSIRO,
global reservoirs have more than 1 km3 total storage capac-
ity and “local reservoirs” or “ponds” have less than 1 km3
(around 6134 reservoirs; Hanasaki et al., 2006; Pokhrel et al.,
2012). H08 considers 963 active managed reservoirs (global
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Figure 2. Number of global water models that compute lateral water balance in ISIMIP2b. Ela: evaporation from lake; Ere: evaporation from
reservoir; Eri: evaporation from river; Ewe: evaporation from wetland; Qiu,re,up: inflow from upstream cell for reservoir storage; Qiu,we,up:
inflow from upstream cell for wetland storage; Qla: outflow from lake; Qre: outflow from reservoir; Qri: streamflow, Qwe: outflow from
wetland. Bold font indicates the number of models that compute lateral water balance in ISIMIP2b. Blue arrows show water flow, and orange
arrows show evaporation.
reservoirs) and 5824 local reservoirs; therefore, global reser-
voirs regulate river flow, while local reservoirs do not. Global
reservoirs have 4773 km3 of total storage capacity, while lo-
cal reservoirs have 1300 km3 of total storage capacity. In
H08, when multiple local reservoirs are present in a grid
cell, their capacity is added together. CWatM considers 3663
active managed reservoirs, while PCR-GLOBWB considers
6177. LPJmL includes 4134 reservoirs that become active
after the first year of operation. In LPJmL, reservoirs are not
managed according to an operation scheme, they are mod-
elled as lakes with a maximum storage amount and the water
over this amount is released as reservoir outflow; irrigation
water can also be taken from the reservoir.
Five models (CWatM, H08, LPJmL, MATSIRO, and Wa-
terGAP2) use a retrospective reservoir algorithm, while one
model (PCR-GLOBWB) uses a prospective reservoir algo-
rithm. The retrospective reservoir algorithm uses river flows
and water demand, which were processed in a previous step,
while the prospective reservoir algorithm uses forecasts of
river flows and water demand (van Beek et al., 2011).
5.1.7 Wetland storage
Wetland storage fills and empties with water similarly to
lake and reservoir compartments, except that water use is
not satisfied from wetlands. Two models (MPI-HM and Wa-
terGAP2) compute wetland compartment, evaporation, and
outflow from land (Tables S39–S42; Fig. 2). WaterGAP2
has two types of wetland storage: “local wetland storage”,
which obtains water from runoff resulting within the cell, and
“global wetland storage”, which obtains water from runoff
resulting within the cell and the upstream cell (Döll et al.,
2012).
5.1.8 River storage
River storage is increased by surface and sub-surface runoff.
It loses water through streamflow, evaporation, channel trans-
mission, and water abstraction for human water use. Five
models (DBH, JULES-W1, Mac-PDM2.0, VIC, WAYS) do
not include river storage for ISIMIP2b simulations because
of computational and resource constraints nor do they com-
pute streamflow (Tables 9, 10, S43, and S46; Fig. 2). Four
models (LPJmL, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, WaterGAP2) use a
linear reservoir cascade approach to compute the water bal-
ance of the river storage (Tables 9 and 10). Furthermore,
MATSIRO uses Total Runoff Integrating Pathways (TRIP)
for river routing through a channel. Three models (CWatM,
H08, and LPJmL) consider the minimum release for envi-
ronmental flow. CWatM adopts a kinematic wave approach,
approximation of the Saint–Venant equation (Chow et al.,
1998), linked with dynamic reservoir and lake operation.
Further, CWatM computes runoff concentrated in creeks
and rivulets, with a lag time before entering the river stor-
age, by using a triangular weighting function (Burek et
al., 2020). ORCHIDEE includes a river transport module
that involves the Simulated Topological Network (STN-30p).
PCR-GLOBWB uses travel time routing (characteristic dis-
tance) linked with dynamic reservoir operation. For runoff
and streamflow simulation, CLM4.5 uses a river transport
model (RTM), while CLM5.0 uses a new mechanistic model
for streamflow routing, called the Model for Scale Adaptive
River Transport (MOSART; Oleson et al., 2013; Lawrence et
al., 2019). The mHM model uses a mesoscale routing model
with an adaptive time step according to the spatially vary-
ing celerity (Thober et al., 2019). Only MPI-HM and OR-
CHIDEE include a routing model with a wetlands and flood-
plain scheme, in which wetlands act as floodplains. Further-
more, ORCHIDEE includes swamps.
Six models (CLM5.0, CWatM, MPI-HM, ORCHIDEE,
PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2) apply the Manning–Strickler
equation to estimate river flow velocity and use various val-
ues for it. CLM4.5 uses a standard river flow velocity of
0.35 m s−1, while H08 and MATSIRO use 0.5 m s−1 (Ta-
bles 9 and 10). LPJmL considers a standard river flow ve-
locity of 1 m s−1. MPI-HM uses the Manning–Strickler equa-
tion only for flow velocity computation in wetlands, while for
rivers it computes a slope-dependent flow velocity following
the approach by Sausen et al. (1994).
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Inflow from upstream grid cell surface water bodies rep-
resents the sum of inflow water from neighbouring upstream
grid cells for CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, mHM, and Water-
GAP2 (Table S45). Additionally, CWatM and WaterGAP2
also route this water through lakes and reservoirs before it
reaches its final point. H08 computes it as being the product
between a 0.5 m s−1 flow velocity and river storage from up-
stream grid cells. LPJmL considers it as being the outflow
of river storage reduced by evaporation from lakes and reser-
voirs, while MPI-HM considers it as being the sum of out-
flow from rivulet storage, groundwater runoff, and stream-
flow from the upstream grid cells, then reduced by inflow
from the wetland of an upstream grid cell. MATSIRO consid-
ers it as being the sum of inflow water from the neighbouring
upstream grid cell multiplied by outflow of river from an up-
stream grid cell. ORCHIDEE calculates it as being the sum
of stream river storage of upstream grid cells divided by topo-
graphic index of the retention time and a reduction factor of
stream river storage. PCR-GLOBWB takes into account the
outflow from river storage, time of process duration, length
of river sections, and the coefficient friction of the reservoir
weir.
Evaporation from rivers is computed only by three mod-
els, CWatM, LPJmL, and PCR-GLOBWB, based on a PET
approach (Table S47).
5.2 Similarities and differences in simulating human
water use sectors
Some GWMs simulate water extracted from surface wa-
ter compartments and/or a groundwater compartment that is
used for human activities. Human water abstraction repre-
sents the sum of the water consumed by humans, evapora-
tive water and other water losses (named water consump-
tion), and water returned to the groundwater or surface wa-
ter compartments (named return flow, being the part of the
water not consumed). Generally, three models extract water
for human activities from groundwater or surface water bod-
ies (H08, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP2). Seven mod-
els (DBH, JULES-W1, Mac-PDM.20, mHM, ORCHIDEE,
VIC, and WAYS) do not include any human water use sec-
tors in their structures (Table 6).
5.2.1 Irrigation sector
Irrigation water demand (potential irrigation water abstrac-
tion) is computed by nine models (Table S52). Groundwater
abstraction for the irrigation sector is simulated by six mod-
els (CWatM, H08, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB,
and WaterGAP2: Tables S53), while five models compute
the return flow (Table S55). Irrigation surface water abstrac-
tion is calculated by nine models (Tables S56, S93–S94).
CWatM includes a “normal irrigation scheme”, to mimic
rainfall when the plants need it, and a paddy rice irrigation
scheme, to mimic the flooding of the rice area (Table S56).
Figure 3. Number of global water models that consider water
source for human water use sectors in ISIMIP2b.
Figure 4. Number of global water models that consider return flow
destination in ISIMIP2b.
The water source for the irrigation sector is river for nine
models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0, CWatM, H08, LPJmL, MAT-
SIRO, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB, WaterGAP2: Table S93).
Six models (CWatM, H08, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, PCR-
GLOBWB, WaterGAP2) consider groundwater a source for
the irrigation sector (Table S93). Four models take water
from lakes for the irrigation sector and five models take wa-
ter from reservoirs (Fig. 3). Return flows from irrigation sec-
tor recharge mainly the soil and groundwater (seven mod-
els), while the return flows from domestic and manufacturing
recharge mainly rivers (four models; Fig. 4).
5.2.2 Domestic, livestock, and industry sectors
Five models (CWatM, H08, MATSIRO, PCR-GLOBWB,
and WaterGAP2) simulate water abstraction, water con-
sumption, and return flow for the domestic sector (house-
hold; see Tables S59–S64). Three models (MATSIRO, PCR-
GLOBWB, and CWatM) combine manufacturing and elec-
tricity sectors into one sector, the industry sector. CWatM
only calculates total abstraction from groundwater or sur-
face water. MATSIRO and LPJmL used input data for wa-
ter demand of the domestic and industry sectors, offered by
the ISIMIP2b framework. These input datasets provide wa-
ter consumption, but not return flow from these sectors. Con-
sumption water can return to the atmosphere as evapotran-
spiration. LPJmL used input data for domestic and industrial
water consumption data, provided by the ISIMIP2b frame-
work, and assumed that only the consumed water amount
is withdrawn. MATSIRO used input data for domestic and
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industrial water demand, and it computed the water abstrac-
tion and consumption itself for these sectors. ISIMIP2b does
not offer input data for the livestock sector as the global
numbers are low compared to other sectors (Müller Schmied
et al., 2016). PCR-GLOBWB computes the amount of wa-
ter abstracted and consumed for the livestock sector, taken
from groundwater and surface water bodies (Tables S65–
S68), while WaterGAP2 computes only the amount of water
taken from surface water bodies for livestock (Tables S67–
S68).
5.2.3 Surface water abstractions
Four models (CWatM, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, and Water-
GAP2) compute total groundwater abstraction (Table S77).
Five models (CWatM, LPJmL, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB,
and WaterGAP2) compute total lake abstraction (Table S78).
Six models (CWatM, H08, LPJmL, MATSIRO, PCR-
GLOBWB, and WaterGAP2) compute total reservoir ab-
straction (Table S79). Three models (CWatM, CLM5.0, and
WaterGAP2) compute total river abstraction (Table S80).
CWatM sums up the water withdrawal from all users and
distributes the total withdrawal to three different sources:
(i) surface water, (ii) sustainable groundwater (renewable
groundwater is the same as long-term groundwater recharge
of the last 30 years in the analysed time interval), and (iii) un-
sustainable groundwater (non-renewable groundwater is the
same as additional water gained by groundwater abstraction
in surplus of groundwater recharge; Wada et al., 2012). Each
withdrawal that is depleting the groundwater storage beyond
groundwater recharge is using fossil groundwater (unsustain-
able groundwater).
MATSIRO and WaterGAP2 take similar approaches to
compute groundwater abstraction: groundwater abstraction
for the irrigation sector is reduced by the sum of groundwa-
ter abstraction for the domestic and industry sectors. MPI-
HM considers groundwater abstraction as being equal only to
groundwater abstraction for the irrigation sector, as other sec-
tors are not included in the model. MPI-HM considers lake
abstraction equal to surface water abstraction for the irriga-
tion sector.
H08 considers reservoir abstraction as being the sum of
monthly water abstraction for the irrigation, industry, and do-
mestic sectors.
LPJmL computes lake and reservoir abstraction by adding
up the gross irrigation requirement and household, industry,
and livestock demand at the grid cell with the gross irrigation
requirement and household, industry, and livestock demand
at the downstream grid cell.
MATSIRO computes reservoir abstraction by adding up
water abstraction from reservoir for the domestic, industry,
and irrigation sectors.
PCR-GLOBWB computes lake and reservoir abstraction
by adding up water abstraction demand for the industry, irri-
gation, domestic (household), and livestock sectors.
CLM5.0 considers river abstraction equal to water abstrac-
tion for irrigation sector.
WaterGAP2 computes lake, reservoir, and river abstrac-
tions as the sum of water abstraction for the irrigation, live-
stock, domestic, manufacturing, and electricity sectors taken
from surface water bodies. The net surface water abstraction
is satisfied in WaterGAP2 in the following order: (1) rivers,
(2) global lakes and reservoirs, and (3) local lakes.
6 Number of water flows, water storage compartments,
and human water use sectors included in the 16
GWMs
One way of showing the model structures is to count the
number of water flows, compartments, and human water use
sectors included in each model participating in ISIMIP2b.
For example, a model includes three water compartments if it
computes canopy water storage, soil water storage, and snow
water storage. In this section, we want to increase readers’
awareness of model structures and offer the readers a final
overview of how the models work and how many water stor-
age compartments, flows, and human water use sectors are
included in their structures.
Generally, GHMs have a high number of water storage
compartments because their main purpose is to simulate the
water cycle. LSMs and DGVMs have a relatively small num-
ber of processes (in this count and in this study), but each
process has a mechanistic interpretation. LSMs exclude some
hydrological processes because they are not relevant for their
research purpose, spatial resolution, or cannot be parameter-
ized in a general manner, adding some uncertainty.
In this study, WaterGAP2 includes the highest number of
water storage compartments (11; see Fig. 5), while DBH,
JULES-W1, Mac-PDM.20, and VIC have the lowest, i.e.
three water compartments (Fig. 5). Others include CWatM
(10 compartments), then MATSIRO (7 compartments), fol-
lowed by a further six models CLM4.5, CLM5.0, H08,
LPJmL, MPI-HM, and PCR-GLOBWB (6 compartments).
Among the nine GHMs, water flows range between 13
(Mac-PDM.20) and 29 (CWatM), and water storage com-
partments range between 3 (VIC and Mac-PDM.20) and 11
(WaterGAP2).
Among the six LSMs, water flows range between 15
(JULES-W1) and 25 (MATSIRO), and water storage com-
partments range between 3 (DBH and JULES-W1) and 7
(MATSIRO).
LPJmL, as a DGVM, simulated 22 water flows and 6 water
storage compartments.
Seven models do not simulate water used by humans for
economic purposes such as irrigation, domestic, livestock,
manufacturing, electricity, and desalination (Fig. 6). Three
models (CWatM, MATSIRO, and PCR-GLOBWB) combine
the manufacturing and electricity sectors into one sector: the
industry sector. WaterGAP2 simulates five human water use
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Figure 5. Number of water storage compartments and water flows
included in the ISIMIP2b global water models.
Figure 6. Number of human water use sectors and related water
flows included in the ISIMIP2b global water models.
sectors: irrigation, domestic, livestock, manufacturing, and
industry. Two models (PCR-GLOBWB and CWatM) simu-
late four human water use sectors: irrigation, domestic, live-
stock, and industry. H08 simulates four human water use sec-
tors: irrigation, domestic, industry, and desalination. MAT-
SIRO simulates three human water use sectors: irrigation,
domestic, and industry. Four models (CLM4.5, CLM5.0,
LPJmL, and MPI-HM) simulate only water used by humans
for the irrigation sector. WaterGAP2 and CWatM have the
highest number of water flows (23) to simulate human wa-
ter use, while MPI-HM has the lowest number (3; Fig. 6).
Among the five GHMs, water flows range between 3 (MPI-
HM) and 23 (CWatM and WaterGAP2).
Among the three LSMs, water flows range between 4
(CLM4.5 and CLM5.0) and 19 (MATSIRO).
LPJmL used four water flows to simulate the irrigation
sector.
Ultimately, GWMs include similar processes in their struc-
ture, but they are lacking other processes, mentioned in
Sect. 5, or include other processes, resulting in different
model structures, or have used other parameter values deter-
mining various model results (Figs. 3 and 4). Therefore, in
Sect. 7 we present future research on model development of
16 modelling groups involved in the present study.
7 Potential future research of 16 global water models
Each model analysed in this study is continuously updated
with the purpose of improving simulations. Therefore, in
this section, we summarize model developments done out-
side the ISIMIP framework and potential future research of
16 GWMs (Tables S95 and S96). Each modelling team col-
lected and provided these model developments. Some of the
16 analysed GWMs include, in their original structure, addi-
tional water storage compartments, water flows, and human
water use sectors that have not been used for ISIMIP2b. Ad-
ditional information on the 16 analysed GWMs can be found
in the peer-reviewed articles mentioned in Table 11.
Some analysed GWMs have the ability to operate at vari-
ous spatial and temporal scales: CWatM, CLM4.5, CLM5.0
(3 h time step at around 11 km).
The CLM team improved the irrigation scheme (Thiery
et al., 2017, 2020), the extraction of groundwater (Felfe-
lani et al., 2020), the representation of land cover and land
management (Meier et al., 2018; Hirsch et al., 2017, 2018),
and the implementation of reservoirs (Hauser et al., 2019).
Numerous developments can be followed on the model’s
GitHub page (https://github.com/ESCOMP/CTSM, last ac-
cess: 2 November 2020).
CWatM developed a groundwater scheme with linkages
to MODFLOW for 5 arcmin and 30 arcsec spatial resolution.
The CWatM modelling group plans to develop a reservoir
storage including different operation schemes (e.g. energy,
irrigation) to increase the temporal resolution (at 1 h) and
to also apply a global calibration for ungauged catchments,
such as using the Budyko framework (Greve et al., 2020),
applying both the degree-day method and energy balance
method to estimate snow accumulation and melt, and apply-
ing several methods to estimate evaporation based on chang-
ing CO2 concentration.
DBH plans to include human water uses (industrial and
domestic sectors), either by developing a new module or us-
ing the simulations from other models (e.g. WFaS dataset),
to calibrate the model in the new ISIMIP3 simulation round
and to improve the input–output module to read and write
netcdf files.
The H08 modelling team used an approximate Bayesian
computation technique to calibrate four parameters that
are transferred to other regions containing no observations,
which are mainly based on Köppen–Geiger regions. The
modelling group also increased the spatial resolution to 5 min
and improved the representation of crops used for biofuel in
the model.
The JULES-W1 modelling group plans to make a techni-
cal update that will enable the river routing module to esti-
mate discharge.
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Table 11. Code availability of the ISIMIP2b Global water models.
Model Code availability References
abbreviation
CLM4.5 CLM4.5 is under active development by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR)
– National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR; https://ncar.ucar.edu, last access: 2 Novem-
ber 2020). The model version is licensed under CC BY 4.0. The exact version of the model used to
produce the results of this paper is archived on Zenodo (Thiery, 2020; University Corporation for At-
mospheric Research (UCAR) – National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), 2020).
Oleson and Lawrence (2013)
CLM5.0 CLM5.0 is under active development by the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research – Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research and hosted at the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR; https://ncar.ucar.edu/, last access: 2 November 2020). The version of model is licensed under
CC BY 4.0. The exact version of the model used to produce the results of this paper is archived on
Zenodo (CTSM Development Team, 2020).
Lawrence et al. (2019)
CWatM CWatM is under active development funded by the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA, Austria; http://www.iiasa.ac.at/cwatm, last access: 2 November 2020). CWatM is open source
and available online via GNU General Public License v3. The code can be used on different platforms
(Unix, Linux, Window, Mac) and is provided through a GitHub repository https://github.com/cwatm/
cwatm (last access: 2 November 2020). The version of the model used to produce the results in this
paper is stored as version 1.04 in the GitHub repository (https://github.com/CWatM/CWatM, last access:
2 November 2020) and at Zenodo (Burek et al., 2019).
Burek et al. (2020);
Burek et al. (2019)
DBH DBH is under active development funded by the Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Re-
sources Research, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China (http://english.igsnrr.cas.cn/, last ac-
cess: 2 November 2020).
The exact version of the model (global version 1) used to produce the results of this paper is not open
source. It is only available by request to the editors and reviewers in charge of the current paper.
Tang et al. (2006); Liu et al. (2016)
H08 H08 is under active development by the National Institute for Environmental Studies, Japan (Japan;
http://www.nies.go.jp/index-e.html, last access: 2 November 2020; http://h08.nies.go.jp, last access:
2 November 2020). H08 is open source and available online via http://h08.nies.go.jp (last access:
2 November 2020). The version of the model is licensed under the following terms and conditions:
https://h08.nies.go.jp/h08/files/licence_en.pdf (last access: 2 November 2020). The version of model is
licensed under CC BY 4.0. The exact version of the model (model version 20190101) used to produce
the results of this paper is archived on Zenodo (Hanasaki, 2020).
Hanasaki et al. (2006, 2008, 2018).
JULES-W1 JULES (the Joint UK Land Environment Simulator) is a community land surface model under con-
tinuous development by a wide community of UK researchers, coordinated by UKMO and CEH. The
exact version of the model (version 4.7) used in these simulations is available from the Met Office Sci-
ence Repository Service (registration required) at https://code.metoffice.gov.uk/trac/jules (last access:
2 November 2020). To access the code a freely available non-commercial research license is required
(https://jules-lsm.github.io/, last access: 2 November 2020).
Best et al. (2011);
D. B. Clark et al. (2011)
LPJmL LPJmL is under active development funded by the Potsdam Institute for Climate Research (Germany;
https://www.pik-potsdam.de/en/home, last access: 2 November 2020).
The exact version of the model (model version 3.5) used to produce the results of this paper is not open
source. It is only available by request to the editors and reviewers in charge of the paper.
Gerten (2004); Bondeau et al. (2007);
Rost et al. (2008); Biemans et al. (2011)
Mac-PDM.20 Mac-PDM.20 is under active development by the University of Nottingham (UK; https://www.
nottingham.ac.uk/, last access: 2 November 2020) and the University of Reading (UK; https://www.
reading.ac.uk/, last access: 2 November 2020). The version of the model (version 20) used in ISIMIP2b
and in this paper is not open source as it under active development. It is only available by request to the
editors and reviewers in charge of the paper.
Gosling and Arnell (2011);
Smith (2016)
MATSIRO MATSIRO is under active development funded by the University of Tokyo (Japan; https://www.u-tokyo.
ac.jp/en/index.html, last access: 2 November 2020) and National Institute for Environmental Studies
(Japan; http://www.nies.go.jp/index-e.html, last access: 2 November 2020). The exact version of the
model (model version MIROC-INTEG1) used to produce the results of this paper is not open source. It
is only available by request to the editors and reviewers in charge of the paper.
Takata et al. (2003);
Pokhrel et al. (2012, 2015)
mHM mHM is under active development funded by the Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research – UFZ
(Germany; https://www.ufz.de/index.php?en=33573, last access: 2 November 2020; https://git.ufz.de/
mhm, last access: 2 November 2020).
The version of model is licensed under GNU General Public License v3: https://git.ufz.de/mhm/mhm/-/
blob/develop/LICENSE (last access: 2 November 2020). The exact version of the model (model version
5.10) used to produce the results of this paper is archived on Zenodo (Samaniego et al., 2007).
Samaniego et al. (2017); Samaniego et
al. (2010); Kumar et al. (2013);
Thober et al. (2019)
MPI-HM MPI-HM was developed at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (Germany; https://mpimet.mpg.
de/en/homepage, last access: 2 November 2020). The exact version of the model (model version 1.2)
used to produce the results of this paper is not open source. It is only available by request to the editors
and reviewers in charge of the paper.
Stacke and Hagemann (2012)
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Table 11. Continued.
Model Code availability References
abbreviation
ORCHIDEE ORCHIDEE is under active development funded by the Institute Pierre Simon Laplace (France; https:
//www.ipsl.fr/en/, last access: 2 November 2020; http://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/orchidee/wiki/Branches/
ORCHIDEE-MICT-IMBALANCE-P/MergeNews, last access: 2 November 2020). The source code
for ORCHIDEE-MICT version 8.4.1 is available online, but its access is restricted. Consequently, one
is required to communicate with the corresponding author for a username and password. The source
code can be found at the following address: https://forge.ipsl.jussieu.fr/orchidee/browser/branches/
ORCHIDEE-MICT/tags/ORCHIDEE_MICT_8.4.1 (last access: 2 November 2020) The exact version
of the model (model version v8.4.1) used to produce the results of this paper is not open source. It is
only available by request to the editors and reviewers in charge of the paper.
Guimberteau et al. (2014, 2018)
PCR-GLOBWB PCR-GLOBWB is under active development funded by the Utrecht University (The Netherlands; https:
//www.uu.nl/en/research/department-of-physical-geography, last access: 2 November 2020). PCR-
GLOBWB is open source and available online via https://github.com/UU-Hydro/PCR-GLOBWB_
model (last access: 2 November 2020). The version of model is licensed under GNU General Pub-
lic License v3. The exact version of the model (model version 2.0) used to produce the results of this
paper is archived on Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1045338 (last access: 2 November 2020)
(Sutanudjaja et al., 2017).
Van Beek et al. (2011); Wada et
al. (2011, 2014); Sutanudjaja et
al. (2018)
VIC VIC is under active development funded by the University of Washington, (USA;
https://vic.readthedocs.io/en/master/, last access: 2 November 2020). It was applied by the Indian In-
stitute of Technology Gandhinagar, Gandhinagar (India; http://www.iitgn.ac.in/, last access: 2 Novem-
ber 2020). VIC is open source and available online via https://github.com/UW-Hydro/VIC (last access:
2 November 2020). The version of model is licensed under GNU General Public License v2.0. The
exact version of the model (model version 4.1.2.g) used to produce the results of this paper is archived
on Zenodo (Shah and Mishra, 2020).
Gao et al. (2009)
WaterGAP2 WaterGAP2 is under active development funded by the Goethe University Frankfurt (https://www.
uni-frankfurt.de/45218063/WaterGAP, last access: 2 November 2020; https://www.uni-frankfurt.de/
45218063/WaterGAP, last access: 2 November 2020) and Kassel University (https://www.uni-kassel.
de/uni/, last access: 2 November 2020) (Germany). The exact version of the model (model version 2.2c)
used to produce the results of this paper is not open source due to licensing issues. It is only available
by request to the editors and reviewers.
Döll et al. (2012, 2014); Portmann et
al., 2010; Müller Schmied et al. (2014,
2016); Verzano et al. (2012); Flörke et
al. (2013)
WAYS WAYS is under active development funded by the Southern University of Science and Technology –
SUSTech (China: https://www.sustech.edu.cn, last access: 2 November 2020). The version of model is
licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International. The exact version of the model used to
produce the results used in this paper is archived on Zenodo (Mao and Liu, 2019b).
Mao and Liu (2019a)
The LPJmL group developed an improved energy bal-
ance module and soil hydrological scheme that can estimate
permafrost dynamics (Schaphoff et al., 2013) and made the
model source code freely available on GitHub (https://github.
com/PIK-LPJmL/LPJmL, last access: 2 November 2020;
Schaphoff et al., 2018), hoping to engage a broader scientific
community in LPJmL model development and applications.
The Mac-PDM.20 modelling group plans to develop a wa-
ter use module.
The MATSIRO modelling group has implemented a land
use change process, terrestrial biogeochemical processes,
and an additional crop growth process into MATSIRO to de-
velop a new modelling framework. As key interactions are
taken into account and all processes are coupled, important
boundary conditions for hydrological simulations can be dy-
namically simulated internally. This hydrological simulation
modelling framework has been coupled with MIROC GCM
(global climate model) and has been used as an Earth system
model. In addition, the group recently proposed new schemes
for lateral groundwater flow, water temperature, and sedi-
ment transportation.
Ongoing efforts to improve the realism of hydrological
processes in the mHM include the development of the mul-
tiscale lake module (mLM), a comprehensible framework
for reservoir regulation and natural processes in lakes. Near-
future developments will focus on a glacial module to better
account for processes in cold regions, as well as coupling it
to a groundwater model that will replace the current linear
groundwater reservoir.
The MPI-HM modelling group plans to increase the spa-
tial resolution of regional versions. The group is currently
implementing canopy storage into the latest model version
and is developing experiments to integrate reservoir storage.
The ORCHIDEE group is focusing on calibration, soil
storage, groundwater storage, river storage, reservoir storage,
and wetland storage (MacBean et al., 2020; Verbeke et al.,
2019; Yin et al., 2020; Schrapffer et al., 2020; Mizuochi et
al., 2021).
The PCR-GLOBWB modelling group plans to increase
the temporal and spatial resolution of the input data, to in-
crease the temporal resolution (3 h) for energy balance cal-
culations and the global spatial resolution (1 km), to improve
the soil representation by including the Richards equation,
to add more snow elevation layers, to include additional fast
runoff component for improving daily discharge simulations,
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and to improve the reservoir operating scheme (Sutanudjaja
et al., 2018).
The VIC modelling group developed different irrigation
practices (Shah et al., 2019a and b) and included a reservoir
(Dang et al., 2020a and b) and a groundwater scheme in the
model structure.
The WaterGAP2 modelling group plans to update the
GRanD dataset used by the model, to include water tem-
perature calculations, to couple the new developed ground-
water model (Reinecke et al., 2019), and to update the non-
irrigation water use datasets.
The WAYS modelling group plans to develop a new hu-
man water use module to consider agricultural, industrial,
and domestic water use in the water cycle.
8 Recommendations for future multi-model
intercomparison projects and extended assessments
We assert that this study was realized through a multi-model
intercomparison project (ISIMIP) and is based on communi-
cation and collaboration. Ideally, through a unified perspec-
tive and effective collaborations toward physically realistic
hydrologic models (Clark et al., 2015a, 2017), communities
will fill in existing knowledge gaps (Wagener, 2020), im-
prove the quality of the input data and the processes in the
models, and implement the missing processes in the mod-
els. In addition to these statements, we propose focusing the
effective collaborations on effective “wish lists”, including
specific research questions, goals to answer these questions,
methods to achieve the goals, datasets to be used, tasks to
be done, and, at the end of the project, a retrospective anal-
ysis on what has been done and what could be improved.
Certainly, collaboration among these communities results in
new multi-model intercomparison projects (MIPs) and multi-
model ensembles that facilitate new analyses, comparisons,
understandings, and improvements.
However, many studies highlighted the need to design
hydrological inter-model comparison studies by nominating
models or research questions according to some specific cri-
teria (Gupta et al., 2008; M. P. Clark et al., 2011; Gupta
et al., 2012), for example, (i) specific model compartments
(Nazemi and Wheater, 2015; Wada et al., 2017); (ii) specific
evaluation metrics (Gupta et al., 2009; Veldkamp et al., 2018;
Zaherpour et al., 2018); and (iii) locations of specific hy-
drological indicators, regions, or rivers (Masaki et al., 2017;
Veldkamp et al., 2018).
In global water modelling, there are some more method-
ologies that can be tested to evaluate multi-model structures
and model equations, which are also considered hypotheses
on runoff generation, for example, the Rainfall-Runoff Mod-
elling Toolbox (Wagener et al., 2001), the rejectionist frame-
work (Vaché and McDonnell, 2006), the Framework for Un-
derstanding Structural Errors (FUSE, Clark et al., 2008), SU-
PERFLEX (Fenicia et al., 2011), the Catchment Modelling
Framework (CMF, Kraft et al., 2011), and the Structure for
Unifying Multiple Modelling Alternatives (SUMMA, Clark
et al., 2015b and c). Other methodologies can be used to eval-
uate parameter values, such as the Model Parameter Estima-
tion Experiment (MOPEX: Duan et al., 2006), the multiple-
try DREAM(ZS) algorithm (Laloy and Vrugt, 2012), the
Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation methodol-
ogy (GLUE: Beven and Binley, 2014), perturbed parameter
ensembles (Gosling, 2013), the Uncertainty Quantification
Python Laboratory platform (UQ-PyL: Wang et al., 2016),
and Multiscale Parameter Regionalization (MPR, Samaniego
et al., 2010 and 2017). Thus, some existing methods might
offer some solutions for reducing the high number of parame-
ters and their values still found in global water models and for
applying more reasonable regionalization schemes in global
water research (Bierkens, 2015). Other methods can be found
in frameworks proposed by Döll and Romero-Lankao (2017)
and Kundzewicz et al. (2018).
We recommend, for the benefit of the MIPs, (1) to main-
tain very good documentation of the model code; (2) to al-
ways start research with a list, for example, with water stor-
age compartments, flows, and human water use sectors in-
cluded in the model structures; (3) to have clear definitions of
the variables, water storage compartments, flows, and human
use sectors, describing their role in the model exactly; (4)
to have synonyms for variables, helping to show similarities
and differences among models; (5) to collect all ideas, rec-
ommendations, and improvements received from everyone
(in our case, they were required to complete our study); (6)
to collaborate and communicate with peers, which was very
useful in our study for identifying synonyms among commu-
nities; (7) to describe your model or a model through your
eyes and other’s eyes to identify differences in terminology
and assumptions in model code and similarities and differ-
ences among the models; and (8) to invest a large amount of
time and patience and be meticulous about extracting equa-
tions of water storage, flow, and human water use sectors
from the model code.
We encourage communities to write and convey a clear,
simple, and understandable text for large audiences. We con-
sider that simplicity improves communication, and commu-
nication starts with a common language, i.e. the same words
having the same meaning for the sender and the receiver.
While trivial in theory, in practice there are some discrep-
ancies among scientists, as well as between scientists and
stakeholders by using vocabulary differently in climate im-
pact science (Sultan et al., 2020).
Our future research will include describing the GWMs
analysed in this study through a standard visualization of
the water cycle that will show the water storage compart-
ments, water flows, and human water use sectors included
in the ISIMIP2b model structures. These diagrams would be
connected with the tables presented in the Supplement of the
present paper (Tables S1–S83). Another future study might
focus on the numerical implementation of each model code.
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We note that this review and description study had a pos-
itive impact on the modelling groups, motivating them to
re-think and re-analyse model structures, equations, and de-
scriptions. We affirm that ISMIP global water sector needs to
organize workshops on some parameterization experiments
by changing model parameter values. Other evaluation stud-
ies could focus on the equations applied to compute water
compartments, water flows, and human water use sectors, as
well as considering model outputs, to identify the effect of
different water compartments on model results. ISIMIP com-
munity could increase the number of regional and pilot stud-
ies (which could validate global studies) and the number of
cross-sectoral climate impact assessments.
Certainly, simulating the terrestrial water cycle on the
global scale involves many challenges, as we presented in
this study. Other challenges have also been synthesized by
reviewing articles published by the climate, global hydro-
logical, and vegetation communities and have been classified
according to the 23 unsolved problems in hydrology (UPH)
identified by Blöschl et al. (2019) (Table S97). In summary,
these challenges can generally be overcome through innova-
tive and creative collaboration among communities and in-
vestment in technical infrastructure. In the end, Arheimer
et al. (2020) showed that the catchment models can be ap-
plied at a global scale because of the new global datasets,
increased computational capacity, new methods to estimate
parameters, and collaboration. Ultimately, specific features
of GWMs such as dam operation, human water abstractions,
routing approaches, and calibration might become a part of
Earth system models (Wood et al., 2011; Bierkens et al.,
2015).
9 Conclusions
Global water models are used to simulate the climate–water–
human system. However, recent evaluation studies show that
there is a need to better simulate this system by including
other hydrological processes, data on physical infrastructure,
societal behaviour, cultural behaviour, water diversions, and
virtual water, as well as by identifying its teleconnections on
the global scale (Zaherpour et al., 2018; Veldkamp et al.,
2018; Wada et al., 2017). Some studies also underline the
need to better explain various model results and better un-
derstand how models work (Reinecke et al., 2021; Pokhrel et
al., 2021).
We undertook the present study mainly to find similarities
and differences among global water models that will facili-
tate interpretation of various results, as well as those of fur-
ther intercomparison studies. We developed a standard equa-
tion writing style to achieve this goal. We found that there
are some similarities among the models when applying sim-
ilar equations for the same hydrological processes; however,
model structures are different and various values have been
used for parameters or variables.
In summary, we mention that our approach was affected
by models’ complexity and is limited to eight water stor-
age compartments and their flows and mainly five human
water use sectors because of models’ complexity. We con-
clude that the standard writing style of the equations is useful
and necessary for finding similarities and differences among
models for each water storage, human water use sector, and
water flow. In addition, it can be leveraged for explaining
the different model outputs, for classification of the models
based on cluster analysis, and for selecting the right model
for the right application. It can also be used for drawing
a standard schematic visualization of the water cycle, for
describing models on ISIMIP and ISIpedia platforms (the
open climate impacts encyclopedia, a part of the ISIMIP,
https://www.isipedia.org/, last access: 2 November 2020),
and for understanding how models work. Other modelling
teams can apply, in their studies, our lists with water storage
compartments, flows, and human water use sectors and the
symbols presented in the Supplement. They can follow our
steps in creating a standardized writing style of model equa-
tions, and they may be aware of some challenges that they
could encounter. This study represents a roadmap in find-
ing similarities and differences among models. However, it
should be noted that these equations are available only for
model versions used for ISIMIP2b.
We consider this study a blueprint for other studies be-
cause it offers a practical approach to identify similarities
and differences among models that are necessary for a bet-
ter interpretation of their various results.
We highlight the need to undertake experiments on in-
dividual water compartments in order to analyse the equa-
tions and parameters used, as well as the results obtained.
We also underline the need to make multi-model intercom-
parison projects. This is because they enhance collaboration
and communication between modelling groups, communi-
ties, countries and cultures, These projects, through commu-
nication and collaboration, also enhance creativity and open
opportunities for finding new ways to improve the models.
Code availability. Information on the availability of source code
for the models featured in this article can be found in the Table 11.
Data availability. No data were used in the writing of this paper.
Supplement. Tables with equations for each water storage, water
flow, and human water use sector; datasets used by global water
models; models’ structures; and future research perspectives can all
be found in the Supplement. The supplement related to this article
is available online at: https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-14-3843-2021-
supplement.
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ceptualization of ISIMIP2b models’ intercomparison based on their
water cycle simulation and also conceptualized the standard writing
style of their equations. The initial idea to compare the ISIMIP2b
models based on their equations and a standard diagram was pro-
posed by HMS, who also gave recommendations to the paper
project. CET, WT, GL, PB, OR, TS, TT, FH, SR, and HMS provided
LaTeX support to write equations on the Overleaf platform. HMS,
WT, GL, PB, XL, JESB, LSA, MG, YS, OR, TS, JC, NW, HLS, TT,
and GM checked the code and provided models’ equations for each
water storage and water flow. CET, HMS, WT, GL, PB, XL, JESB,
LPS, MG, YS, OR, TS, JC, NW, HLS, TT, GM, AK, YP, LS, YW,
VM, JL, PD and NH checked the consistency and correctness of the
equations. HMS, WT, GL, PB, XL, JESB, LPS, MG, YS, OR, TS,
JC, NW, HLS, and GM ran simulations for the ISIMIP2b project.
SNG and HMS coordinated the ISIMIP2b model simulations of the
global water sector. CET conducted the analysis, visualization, and
wrote the original draft. AG and FZ provided recommendations for
the manuscript. In this paper, all 16 global water models are equal,
therefore, the coauthors are listed in the alphabetical order of the
models: CLM4.5 – WT, CLM5.0 – GL, CWatM – PB, DBH – XL,
H08 – JESB, LPJmL – LSA, JULES-W1 – MG, Mac-PDM.20 –
SNG, MATSIRO – YS, mHM – OR, MPI-HM – TS, ORCHIDEE –
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– GM. All authors reviewed, commented on, and contributed to the
final draft.
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